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Nada Prlja’s project Subversion to Red provocatively stimulates the search for alternative
forms of art and socio-political formations, by
revisiting specific concepts and societal models
from the past. The interdisciplinary exhibition, in which installation and performative
practices co-exist, exemplifies the Macedonian
artist’s highly particular theoretical and visual approach in the world of art today.
The Subversion to Red project encourages a
return to the ‘forgotten’ notions of idealism
and ideology, as a form of motivation in contemporary society. It proposes a re-reading
and a de/re-construction of the postulates of
Marxist theory and Leftist thought, in order to
seek their compatibility with today’s society,
by introducing subversive qualities and the
playfulness of the artist’s practice, as a way of
indirectly influencing reality.
The project strives to develop a certain anarchistic imaginary of politics - in other words,
a ‘politics of subversion’, the subversion of the
rigid communism of the 20th century, while at
the same time striving to subvert the cruelty
of the current, economy driven capitalism.
This booklet features four different projects
from Subversion to Red: two single screen
video works Red-iness: Gestalt and Red-iness:
Robespierre; a performative workshop Humane
Communism and a live art event, the performative discussion Red Discussion 1.
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HUMANE COMMUNISM
AS PART OF THE PROJECT
SUBVERSION TO RED

Workshop organised
by TAL Tirana Art Lab.
Workshop participants: Aurora
Kalemi, Mirjana Meçaj, Lucas Vogt,
Ruzmira Beqiraj Bejaj.
Held at the National Gallery of Arts,
Tirana, Albania

1
http://www.tiranaartlab.org/double-feature/
double-feature-4-nikolin-bujari-nada-prlja
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Subversion to Red is a project that encourages a return
of the idea of communism, by seeking to revive the notion
of idealism in contemporary society as an alternative
form of motivation. The project ‘Subversion to Red’ is inspired by the experimental cinema movement ‘Black Wave’
deriving from the time of socialist Yugoslavia and its
protagonist film directors Makavejev, Zilnik and Petrovic,
who in their films juxtapose communist ideas with the
liberal atmosphere of the end of the 60’s. Likewise, the
project “Subversion to Red” seeks to introduce humanist
ideals into the realm of the symbolic imagery of communism.
Two works from Nada Prlja Subversion to Red project
were exhibited at TAL, Tirana Art Lab, as part of Double
Feature #4,: the video work Redi-ness – Gestalt (2013). and
Humane Communism (2016). The video work Redi-ness –
Gestalt, consisting of the re-enactment of a speech acted
by Milena Dravic in Makavejev’s film W.R. Mysteries of
the Organism (1971), was originally commissioned by and
shown at the Calvert 22 Foundation in London, as part of
exhibition ‘...how is it towars the East?’. Humane Communism is a series of potographs resulting from a workshop
and intervention proposed and conducted by Prlja and
organised by TAL, in May 2016, at the National Gallery
of Art in Tirana, The intervention in the public space of
the city of Tirana, involved the participants of the workshop being asked to enagege with a series of monumental
socialist-era statues, developing an intimate and tactile
relationship/exchange with the statues and the other
participants of the workshop, which aimed at creating an
image of a more ‘Humane Communism’.
As highlighted by Adela Demetya in her original text
introducing the exhibition at TAL, ‘Subversion to Red argues against the notions of domination, the adoration of
heroes and the blind submission to the Party, all notions
that characterized socialist movements around the world
in the 20th century. Instead, it fosters the ‘unrealized
dream of socialism’ (Buden 2008), the liberation of the
soul and body, supporting self-irony, love, human errors
and naivety - aspects of human nature that were neglected during the ‘old wave’ of socialism.’1
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HUMANE COMMUNISM
AS PART OF THE PROJECT
SUBVERSION TO RED
TEXT BY ADELA DEMETJA

‘Double Feature’ is an event format introduced by Tirana
Art Lab in 2014, with the aim of displaying two artistic
positions to the regional and international audience,
within the gallery space of TAL. Double Feature # 4
brought together the work of the Macedonian artist
Nada Prlja and the Albanian artist Nikolin Bujari. The
fourth Double Feature was part of Heroes We Love.
Ideology, Identity and Socialist Art in New Europe, a
multidisciplinary collaboration project focusing on
the socialist legacy in 20th-century European art. It
involves various partners from both institutional and
non-institutional sectors in Central and Eastern Europe,
with the aim of relating contemporary art practices to
research and involving the wider public with reflecting
on art from the socialist-era in its cultural, social, and
political context.
After organizing the international conference The Art
of the Socialist Period between Contempt, Fetishism
and Transition in April 2016, with the participation of
curators, art historians and scholars, Tirana Art Lab
engaged younger contemporary artists with the project,
inviting them to reflect upon and develop interventions
on selected socialist era monuments with the motto
‘Socialist Heroes Revisited’. The interventions and
workshops aimed at stimulating public debate, initiate
new interpretations and envisage the potentials of the
art works of the past.
As part of Double Feature # 4 at TAL, two works by
Nada Prlja continued and extended the debate related
to the re-evaluation of the socialist legacy. Humane
Communism (2016)was a series of photographs
documenting the workshop of the same title conducted
by Prlja and organized by TAL in May 2016. The workshop
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and intervention at the National Gallery of Art in
Tirana, aimed at creating an image of a more ‘Humane
Communism’, where the participants of the workshop
were invited to show love and care towards the old
socialist monuments, by hugging, caressing, kissing and
cleaning them - together daydreaming of a system that
might alter or alleviate the cruelty of current or new
systems to come. As evidenced by the photographs, the
participants not only established a different relationship
with the monuments of the past, but at the same time
they recreated and reinforced the relationship between
each other. Here, a sense of care and appreciation was
evident, as well as a possible way of creating community
as an approach within the present.
The second work was the video Red-iness – Gestalt (2013),
consisting of the re-enactment of a speech originally
performed by the actress Milena Dravic in the film W.R.
Mysteries of the Organism (1971), by Dušan Makavejev. Her
radical speech preaches about the benefits of the orgasm,
free love, enlightenment and their ability to inform true
revolution, highlighting at the same time the connection
between repression in authoritarian regimes and sexual
neurosis. In Redi-ness – Gestalt, through the strategy
of reenactment, Prlja transfers those concerns and
critique of socialism to the present day, continuing the
questioning of the relationship of individual pleasure
and emancipation and the current power structures in
the ‘so called‘ global capitalism.
Redi-ness – Gestalt is part of the ongoing project
Subversion to Red in which Prlja and her collaborators
reflect on the possibility of returning to the idea
of communism, by seeking to revive the notion of
idealism in contemporary society as an alternative
form of motivation. In “Subversion to Red” Prlja, aims
to reconsider some of the communist principles while
introducing humanist ideals into the symbolic imagery of
communism and in this way reimagining the future.
Many are those who believe that the current domination
of capitalism is not to be considered as a permanent
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condition, also believe that ‘the communist hypothesis‘
can be rediscovered and may be able to reassert itself in a
new mode. Among those, who in the face of current liberal,
free-market capitalism call for the reconsideration of
the principles of communism, is Alain Badiou. To make
a stand against the idea of the world defined through
capital, it is necessary, as Badiou put it in The Meaning
of Sarkozy (2010), to claim the existence of only one world,
that of all united human beings. It is also necessary to
be anchored and to maintain a position that proposes a
universal and transcendental truth, whose meaning and
value is not defined through the service of wealth and the
reality of the cultural climate.
Badiou proposes eight points as possibilities to hold
on to: Point 1. Assume that all workers labouring here
belong here, and must be treated on a basis of equality,
and respected accordingly - indeed honoured - especially
workers of foreign origin.
Point 2. Art as creation, whatever its epoch and
nationality, is superior to culture as consumption, no
matter how contemporary.
Point 3. Science, which is inherently free, is absolutely
superior to technology, even and especially when the
technology is profitable.
Point 4. Love must be reinvented (what we can call the
‘Rimbaud point’), but also quite simply defended.
Point 5. Any sick person who asks for a doctor to treat
them should be examined and treated as well as possible,
in the present conditions of medicine as the doctor
understands these, and unconditionally with respect
to age, nationality, ‘culture’, administrative status or
financial resources (this is the Hippocratic point).
Point 6. Any process that is intended to serve as a
fragment of a politics of emancipation must be held
superior to any managerial necessity.
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Point 7. A newspaper that belongs to rich managers does
not have to be read by someone who is neither a manager
nor rich.
Point 8. There is only one world.
Subversion to Red is therefore a project that aims at
maintaining a point outside of the reality of the ‘so called’
global capitalism. It is not a coincidence that it was part
of TAL‘s programme, which with its practice, likewise
tries to resist the service of wealth by structuring its
conceptual, operational and managerial practice based
on the concept of rhizome. It is deeply rooted both in
the Albanian cultural context and new experimental
methodologies in terms of research, production and
management. In this manner TAL resists politicization,
polarization and neo-colonial practices which pervade
the contemporary local and/or global cultural scene.

This and following pages:
Nada Prlja
Humane Communism
2016
Workshop
Workshop documentation, 20 Photographs.
Held at the National Gallery of Arts, Tirana,
Albania. Organised by TAL Tirana Art Lab.
Photo © Nada Prlja, Daniel Serafimovski and TAL
.Courtesy of TAL and the artist.
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is a curator and author born in 1984 in Tirana, Albania. She holds a master in “Curatorial
and Critical Studies” of Städelschule and
Goethe University, Frankfurt/Main, Germany.
She is the director of Tirana Art Lab – Center for Contemporary Art, Albania’s leading
independent art institution, which she established in 2010. As an independent curator
she has organized, managed and curated numerous international exhibitions and events in various European countries and the US. In 2018 she was awarded the CEC ArtsLink
International Fellowship and was a curator in residency
at Portland Institute of Contemporary Art, Oregon, US. In
2016, she was appointed curator of Focus: Ex-Yugoslavia and
Albania at viennacontemporary international art fair,
Vienna, Austria. In 2015 she co-curated the Third Edition of
the International Contemporary Project Biennale D-0 Ark
Underground taking place in the anti-atom shelter build by
Tito in Konjic, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Other thematic exhibitions she has curated include: 9 Hours
Away, Portland Institute for Contemporary Art, Portland,
Oregon; The Aesthetic of the Small Act, at Action Field Kodra Festival in Thessaloniki, Voices of Truth, in Villa Romana in Florence, Italy; Feedback 1989, Dajti Hotel in Tirana, Albania; My Space Tirana – Berlin, Gallery of Art Art Academy
Tirana, Zeta Gallery, in Tirana and Haus am Lützowplatz, in
Berlin, Germany. As an author, she writes exhibition reviews,
catalogue texts and articles for various online platforms and
publications in Albania and Europe.
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